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Abstract 

After examining three misconceptions of the concept of multiculturalism, we 
introduce the concept of syncretic literacy to deal with how diverse cultural 
frameworks inform the organil.ation of literacy activities by members of the 
Samoan American community in urban Los Angeles. On the ba~is of our earlier 
worlc in a rural Western Samoan· community. we discuss the ways in which tbe 
strategies used by caregivers in traditional learning environments 1\J't also found 
in a Samoan American household in urban Southern California.. Dy analyzing a 
sequence in which a young child asks for belp with his homework assignment. we 
show that (a) !he code osed (e.g .• English) is not always a good predictor of the 
participants' cultural orientation and (b) members of mu1ticultural communities 
can be in more than one culture at a time. 

Multiculturalism 

ln. th_is chapter, we examine the multicultural organization of literacy inst.ruction 
~I thin lhe Samoan American community of urban Los Angeles. In particular. we 
Introduce the concept of syncretic literacy as a framework for analyzing how 
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dive~ cultural framework!~ inform the organization of literacy activities of this 
and oth~;r ethnic communities. 

Multiculturalism is a pervasive social rea!Hy whose complexities have boggled 
the minds of social scientists and educators for decades. In characteri7Jng and dis
entangling the diverse cultural threads that compose heterogeneous communitie.~. 
three common misconceptions of multiculturalism persist. We examine these 
misconceptions before discussing syncretic literacy. 

Misconception #1: La nguage Is a Precise Indicator of Cultural 
Or ienta tion 

Multiculturalism is commonly identified with multilingualism. It is entirely 
intuitive to link language and cultural orientation. After al l, as we acquire 
linguistic competence, we are al the same lime being socialized into cuHural 
competence, a process we call language socialization (Ochs & Schieffclin, 1984; 
Schicffelin & Ochs, 19B6). Language is the most important semiotic tool for 
representing, transmilling, and creating social order and cultural world views. 
Furthermore, in linguistically heterogeneous communities, choice of a particular 
language is often intimately lied to a desire on the part of interlocutors to 
instantiate for that particular interactional moment a set of sociocultural 
relationships, institutions, activities, topics, concepts, ideologies, expectations, 
and values (Blom & Gumpc17~ 1972; Gal, 1987; Hill & Hill, 1986; Kroskrity, 
1993; Macpherson, 1991 ). ln these cases, code-switching is an analog of culture
switching. In other cases. however, cultural orientation may not correspond to 
co<.le orientation. As wiiJ be demonstrated in the present study, multiculturalism 
may in fact pervade the usc of what appears as a single code. In the Samoan 
American community, for example, one may use English in a distinctly Samoan 
manner or may usc Samoan in a manner appropriate to mainstream American 
interactions. Although language is an important symbol and tool of culture, the 
researcher cannot count on language as a privileged key to how cultures interface 
in the literacy activities of a person or of a community. We need to revise 
currently dominant notions of language as code and see it instead as a set of 
practices, including spccilic ways of speaking and of interpreting the world (words 
included), a!\ well as a means of interacting with human, symbolic, and material 
resources availahlc in the environment (Goodwin & Duranti, 1992; Hanks, 1990; 
Hymes, 1974). 

Misconception #2: Memhers of Multicultural Communities Are in 
One Culture at a Time 

A second misleading tendency in analyzing multiculturalism is the assumption 
that mcmhcrs or multicultural communities shift from one cultural orientation to 
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another in the course of conducting their daily social lives. As noted earlier, in 
this view, just as one switches between codes, so one switches between systems 
of social values, beliefs, emotions, practices. identities, and institutions. 
Although it may be useful to treat cultures as coherent and separate and although 
in some cases members of multicultural communities do draw boundaries between 
what they consider traditional and what they consider new, more typically cultural 
threads from diverse sources arc interwoven into a single interactional fahric. In 
the Samoan American community, members tend not to abruptly culture-switch 
as they move from one activity to the next or one setting to the next; rather, they 
blend cuJtural orientations in the course of carrying out a single activity, 
including the activities of reading and writing Samoan and English. 

Our research in this area is consistent with recent studies of immigrants in the 
United States that stress the importance of seeing these groups as operating 
simultaneously in two communities (Chavez, 1994; Rosaldo, I 989; Zen tell a, 
1990). Our work, however, differs from these studies in our emphasis on the rxxx:l 
to study the daily, moment-by-moment confluence of multiple cultural models 
and language-mediated practices. We believe that multiculturalism as a sense of 
belonging to more than one community is not only imagined as an ideology of 
connections (Chavez, 1994), but it is also enacted in daily routines that need to be 
unpacked, if we want to uncover the different cultural threads they both imply and 
sustain. A substantial part of this chapter is dedicated to the discussion of some of 
these routines and threads in a Samoan American family. 

Misconception #3: Each Culture Is Homogeneous and 
Uncontaminated 

Another misleading picture of multiculturalism is that each ethnic community in 
the multicultural stew is itself internally undifferentiated and untouched by the 
influences of other communities. In the struggle to illuminate ethnic 
communities in the United States, for example, it is sometimes assumed that the 
traditional culture brought from one's homeland is/was shared and untainted hy 
multinational economic and ideologicaJ forces. This perspective, however, is 
belied by centuries of trade and missionization in third and fourth world and even 
highly insular communities. Literacy activities in particular are probably always 
complex structures organized by multinational interests, as well as indigenous 
frameworks for carrying out social life. In many societies, literacy was introduced 
and transmitted by foreigners committed to establishing religious illeologies 
and practices among the unconverted (Grillo, 1989; Mannheim, I 991; Romaine, 
1994). To understand multiculturalism in literacy activities within urhan ethnic 
communities, we need to (a) assume that, even in communities of origin, a 
complex heterogeneity of traditions informs the practices of reading and writing 
and (b) be prepared to analyze how this heterogeneity structures the literacy 
practices of ethnic communities in the United States. To that end, we draw upon 
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more than a decade of research that we have conducted on language activities in 
rural communities in Western Samoa to illuminate the multicultural organization 
of I itcracy activities among Samoan Americans. 

In this chapter, we examine the activity of doing homework. and in so doing, 
we discuss the first two misconceptions outlined earlier. The third one (each 
culture is homogeneous and uncontaminated) is examined in Duranti and Ochs (in 
press), where we discuss the uses of a particular literacy tool, U1e Samoan 
alphabet table, in Western Samoa and in the United States. 

Syncretic Literacy 

In counterpoint to U1ese Utree misconceptions of multiculturalism, we propose 
considering literacy activities in all communities as syncretic. By syncretic 
literacy, we mean that an intermingling or merging of culturally diverse traditions 
informs and organize.<> literacy activities. This use of syncretism is drawn from a 
number of sources, including studies of tl1e interaction of religions in contact 
situations (Apter, 1991; Herslcovits, 1937, 1952, 1966), Balchtin's work on 
lteteroRlo.uin and hybridization (Bakhtin, 1981, 1984; Voloshinov, 1973), and 
contemporary studies of multilingual communities and postcolonial discourse 
(Hanks, 1986, 1987; Hill & Hill, 1986; Kulick. 1992). 

In tl1e study of religion, especially in Africa and the New World, syncretism is 
generally defmed as the combining, intermingling, or merging of different belief 
systems (Droogers. 1989). Herskovits (1952) identified syncretism as a form of 
reinterpretation, a cultural process tl1at affects all aspects of cultural change. This 
anthropological use of the concept of syncretism differs from the way in which 
the term has hcen used in psychology, where it connotes a somewhat incoherent 
and transitional developmental stage, as in the acquisition of word meaning 
(Vygotslcy, 1986). 

Our work is also inspired by Bakbtin's view of how different dialects, 
perspectives. and voices can coexist within the same national language or even 
within the same utterance. Bakbtin· (1981) and his collaborator/alter ego 
Voloshinov (1973) ex.pre.'>Sed a harsh criticism of synchronic investigations that 
took monolingual, monological speech genres as U1e normal or unmarked form of 
communication. l11cy believed that any approach that takes an individual system 
or code as the ideal object of inquiry is problematic because it does not allow us 
to uncover the richness of language used by speakers as well as novelists. As 
pointed out by Hill and Hill (1986), bilingual situations in which codes are 
routinely mixed in creative and sometimes contested ways are ideal contexts for 
testing out Bakhtin' s theory and, in particular, his notion of hybridization: "a 
mixture of two social languages within the limits of a single utterance, an 
encounter, within the arena of an utterance, between two different linguistic 
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consciousnesses, separated from one anotl1er by an epoch, by social diffcrcnliation 
or by some other factor" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 358). If we accept Bakhtin's view that 
"any living utterance in a living language is to one or another extent a hyhriu" 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 361 ), the study of multilingual, multicultural communities 
can become tl1e ground on which to test ciDTent U1eorics of language usc rather 
than tl1e exception to be explained by special principles lhat do not necessarily 
apply to monolingual communities. 

For us, syncretic literacy is not necessarily re.~lricted to a blending or 
historically diverse literacy traditions; ratl1er, syncretism here may include 
incorporation of any culturally diverse values, beliefs, emotions, practices, 
identities, instilutions, tools, and other material resources into U1e organization of 
literacy activities. The main idea behind this notion is the belief thaL, when 
different cultural systems meet, one rarely simply replaces the otl1cr. This means 
that, as pointed out by Hanks (1986, 1987) for the Maya, as soon as contact takes 
place, any pre-existing indigenous tradition is bound to be affected by the new 
tradition proposed (or imposed) by tllc newcomers. At tlle same Lime, it is 
counterproductive to conclude that the blending is such that one cannot trace the 
influences of different traditions or the culture-specilic strategies used hy 
participants. Hanks's analysis, for instance, makes ample usc of two distinct 
traditions in order to describe their blending in the Maya discourse of the last four 
centuries. We foUow a similar path by differentiating between modes of 
interaction in U1e bilingual situation that resemble those found in most adult-child 
interactions in Western Samoan households and tl1ose that arc found in school 
settings and literacy activities in both tl1e U.S. and Western Samoa. 

The term syncretic has been used by Hill and Hill (1986) to characterize the 
hybridization of codes used by the Mexicano speakers who rely on Nahuatl and 
Spanish. We wish to exten<l syncretism to include hybrid cultural constructions of 
speech acts and speech activities lhat constitute literacy. In our case, the 
availability of an audiovisual record of U1e interactions we are studying allows us 
to widen U1e concept of syncretism (as well as the concepts of hybridization and 
heleroglossia). Rather than focusing on a code- or text-centered notion of 
syncretism, we analyze the merging of different activities, acts within the same 
activity, and tools tl1at originated in and arc indexically related to different cultural 
traditions. 

In developing tl1is approach to syncretic literacy, we are inspired by recent work 
of linguistic anthropologists and otl1er students of face-to-face communication 
who emphasize the need to recognize the multiplicity of contexts U1at give 
meaning to tlle same strip of interaction (Cicourel, 1992; Goodwin & Goodwin, 
1992; Keating, 1994; Kendon, 1992). 

In our view, U1e syncretic nature of literacy activities is due to a numher or 
factors, which include (a) tllc need to use tools that originally were not 
specifically designed for Literacy activities, (b) the need to connect different 
cultural traditions and expectations, and (c) tllc ability to coordinate among 
competing simultaneous activities. 
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Tile simultaneous occurrence of muJUple, someUmes competing activities has 
oflen been commented on by researchers studying literacy events in the home 
environment: 

Our data clearly indicate tbatliteracy events function no( as isolated bits of human 
activity but as connected units embedded in a functional system of activity 
generally involving prior, simullaneously occurring, and subsequent units of 
action. (Anderson, 1984, p. 28) 

A crucial feature of familial organization is the fitting together of multiple 
simultaneous activities. Analyzing these parallel activities raises the broader 
quc.~lions of how literacy is embedded in activities that are carried out for purposes 
other than instruction, and how reading and writing are combined with other 
modes of communication. (Leichter, 1984, p. 44) 

Learning as we ordinarily recognize it in our lives with children seems to be a 
subordinate activity in most homes ... . learning seems to occur during the 
performance of other and more important tasks essential to the daily table of 
organi1.alion. (McDermott, Goldman, & Varenne, 1984, p. 399) 

These studies, among others (Heath, 1983; Lave, 1988; Scribner & Cole, 1981), 
emphasize the importance of shifting the aJmost exclusive focus on writing (or 
print) as a generalized technology characteristic of earlier studies of literacy 
.(Goody, 1977; Goody & Wall, 1968) to an appreciation of the importance of 
specific activities organized around and through print In this cbaptt'I, we continue 
in this tradition by integrallng the emphasis on activities with an 
cthnographicaJiy informed aucntion to the physical environments in which 
literacy activitic.q lake place and the tools and artifacts that are made available in 
such environments. When we look at literacy practices outside the school 
environment, we lind that the material resources utilized for literacy tasks have a 
cmciaJ role in establishing the breadth as well as the limits of what literacy can do 
or mean for the children engaging in it. To be able to participate successfuJly in 
literacy activities, children must learn to utilize resources that were not originally 
designed for literacy practices. Even in those cases in which the materials us00 
were originally conceived as literacy-tools, the context in which they are used 
forces a new interpretation of their originaJ meaning. Placed In a new context, old 
tools not only bring in remnants of the past but also force participants to face 
issues of tradition, change, and sociaJ identity. 
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Field Research 

Starting in 1993, we have been video recording Samoan Am~rican children and 
adults interacting in a variety of settings, including four households and a church 
compound in the greater Los Angeles area. The present study of children's l itc~acy 

activities is part of a more comprehensive study of how Samoan Amcncan 
families educate their children into problem-solving discourse activitie.c;. This 
project is a component of a larger project funded by the U.S. Department or 
Education and coordinated by the National Center for Research on Cultural 
Diversity and Second Language Learning at the University of California. Santa 
Cruz. 

In carrying out this urban mullicuHural and muJtiJinguaJ study, we arc building 
on a number of projects previously conducted by U1e two principaJ inve.c;tigators, 
including (a) a study of language sociaJizalion and language use across a number 
of social settings in a rural village in Western Samoa (Duranti & Ochs, 19R6; 
Ochs, 1982, 1988); (b) a study of problem-solving discourse in decision-making 
councils in Western Samoa (Duranli, 1981, 1990, 1994); and (c) a study of 
problem-solving discourse during dinner conversations among white families in 
the Los Angeles area (Ochs, Smith, & Taylor, 1989; Ochs & Taylor, 1992a, 
1992b; Ocbs, Taylor, Rudolph, & Smilb, 1992). 

Features of Traditional Samoan Learning Environments 

Before introducing the syncretic literacy activities we have been doculJlcnling in 
Los Angeles, we provide a rough outline of the basic features of what we call 
traditional Samoan learning environments. 

We are aware of the fact that the label traditional, in this context, is potentially 
misleading, especiaJiy in light of our own stance against rigidly placing 
interactions into one category or another. Ultimately, categorical differcncc.c; arc 
given by differences in degree, as well as by the ideology fram.in~ Lhe c~okes 
available to social actors. We are, however, confident that there ex1st mteract10nal, 
symbolic, and material features of the children's learning environment U1at 

(a) are more closely a~sociated by the participants them~elvcs wiU1 the home 
country and a Lraditional way or life (often lexicalized as U1e fa 'a Samoa or 
Samoan way in opposition to thefa'apalagi or Western way); 

(h) characterize informal household interactions invol~ing children in 
Western Samoa as described in some detail hy Ochs ( 19RR); and 
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(c) arc analytically distinguishable from patterns of interaction found in 
school-based literacy practices in Samoa and in the United States (see 
discussion to follow). 

The historical, psychological, and interactional reality of a distinct Samoan way is 
necessary to cntcrtam the very idea of syncretic literacy and to discuss those 
features ascribable to one or the other culture or to both cultures. It is important, 
therefore, to rcali7.e thal. in proposing our notion of syncretic literacy, we are not 
arguing in favor of fuzzy notions of culture and language but in favor of a more 
fluid analytical understanding of the ways in which specific clements that 
originated in different sociohistorical contexts come together in the daily life of a 
Samoan American child and (more generally) of any multicultural child in the 
u.s. 

In our ohscrvallons of traditional learning environments, we have found the 
following four principles to be at work. 

Care~iving: Hierarchical a nd Distributed 

The organi1..ation of caregiving is closely related to the political organization of 
the village. In particular, the stratified nature of Samoan society, where people 
arc distinguished in terms of status (titled vs. untitled) and rank (high chief vs. 
orator), is reflected at the household level in the hierarchical organization of 
caregiving, a feature of Samoan socialization that has been previously desaibed 
by Ochs ( 1982; 1988). The basic principle here is that, given two potenJial 
caregivers, the more senior or higher ranking one will apect t~ younger arJ 
lower rnnkinR one to b~ the active caregiver. This is realized either through other
selection -the higher caregiver directs the lower caregiver to carry out a task on 
behalf of the child- or through self-selection -the lower ranking caregiver carries 
out the task wathout being so instructed. Thus, for example, the practical care of 
even young infants - rocking the infant to sleep, picking her up upon awakening, 
changing clothe.~ and bringing her to be breaslfed. or, in the case of older infants, 
feeding the child whole foods as well - tends to be the responsibility of older 
siblings of the child or perhaps a younger sibling of one of the parents, if these 
persons arc not at school or called for other chores. If no one younger is present, 
the child's mother or other adult takes charge of the child's care. Even when the 
child is cared fur by her siblings, an adult is usually within relatively close 
proximity and intcnnittenlly monitors the caregiving activity (see Figure 7.1 ). 

In this sense, carcgiving is not only hierarchically organized but also socially 
distributed. For example, carcgiving is distributed when a sibling canies a hungry 
infant to her moUtcr and U1e mother breast feeds the child. Similarly, when an 
adult directs a sibling on how to carry the infant or to wash the infant, the task is 
collectively accomplished. 
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Fig. 7. J • Young boy oversees sleeping baby while molher sits nearby (Wc~tern 
Samoa, 1979) 

Child Expected to Accommodate to Situation 

In Samoan households and communities, there is an expectation that a child must 
accommodate to the situation rather than an eltpcctation that other people present 
will change their goals or activities to accommodate to the child. We refer to the 
first set of socialization practices as situation.cenJered and the latter as cllild
cenrered (Ocbs & Scbieffelin, 1984). 

Flg. 7.2. Baby is fed facing outward 
(Western Samoa, 1981) 

Fig. 7.3. Baby sits facing outwnnl 
(Western Samon, t98t) 

In rural Western Samoan villages, children are socialized to allend to what is 
Laking place and who is present in a variety of ways. For Samoans, the most 
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important quality a child must display is [a'aaloalo [respect]. The term includes 
the term alo, meaning "(to) face (in the direction oO." From infancy, children are 
held or placed facing outward, paralleling lbe orientation of the caregiver toward 

. some interaction at hand. This is shown in Figure 7.2, where a baby is fed facing 
outward, and in Figure 7.3, where be is made to sit up tg look at the rest of the 
interaction in the house (where his mother and other young women are sewing 
colored fc.'lthers to sleeping mats). 

Young children are expected to position themselves at the edge of dwellings to 
observe and ultimately report on what is taking place outside. In addition, toddlers 
arc explicitly socialized to identify and call out names of family and community 
members as they pass by (see Figure 7.4). 

Flg. 7.4. Young boy ob,;erves at the edge of a dwelling (Western Samoa, 1979) 

Sociali7.ation Through Repeated Demonstration, Prompting, and 
Action Imperatives 

In every community, members interact with children and other novices in ways 
that allow them 10 appropriate cultural knowledge, beliefs, stances, expectations, 
prefcrencec;, and practices (Rogoff, 1990). Further, by and large, in every 
community, members rely on a similar core of strategies for facilitating the 
appropriation of these cultural orientations. However, communities differ in their 
reliance on one or the other socializing strategy. That is, they differ in terms of 
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strategies they usually employ and in terms of the activily settings in which they 
opt for one or another strategy. In traditional Samoan households, three 
socializing strategies prevail: repeated demonstration of an activity, prompting, 
and action imperatives. · 

Generally, Samoan children are allowed a prolonged period of observation of 
repeated demonstrations of actions and activities before being expected to assume a 
central role in them. For example, young children are not pressured into talking 
before they articulate words and show themselves to be interested in 
communication. Children are given ample opportunities to observe a wide variety 
of culturally relevant activities. They accompany older siblings, parents, and 
grandparents in work and, to some extent, in formal school environments. As 
siblings and adults weave mats, carve boats, braid string, shuck coconuts. cook, 
do laundry, read the Bible, and deliberate political matters, toddlers are close at 
band. Often a sibling will be carrying out some other work activity as he watches 
over a younger brother or sister. The toddler may stand close by, attending to the 
activity at hand. 

Children and adolescents spend a long period of lime as overhearers of 
ceremonial speeches. Only much later in life are they expected to display their 
own oratorical skills. Young children are often brought to ceremonial events hy 
their grandparents to sit by them and occasionally fetch cigarettes and oU1cr items. 
Adolescents are expected to be present and ready to act as messengers, foocl 
bearers, and gill announcers in their traditional role of servant in political, 
religious, and other formal activities. Similarly, children spend long periods of 
time as audience to dance performers as they practice dance routines over and over 
again before they are themselves public performers. Young children may sit on 
the laps of older community members, occasionally imitating the movements of 
the dancers, but the focus of audience and dancers is on the performance. In these 
ways, by the time they are aSked to participate more centrally in an activity, 
children have usually bad many occasions to witness its completion (sec Figure 
7.5). 

Similar to the strategy of repeated demonstration is the socializing practice of 
prompting. Whereas repeated demonstration involves a member reproducing a 
cultural activity in the presence of a novice, prompting involves the novice 
reproducing or attempting to reproduce an act or activity. Prompting is a 
socializing interaction in which a (usually) more knowledgeable interlocutor 
elicits the repetition of an action or activity by a (usually) less knowledgeable 
interlocutor. Although prompting is universal, some societies, such as rural 
Western Samoan communities. rely heavily on this practice as a form of 
instruction (see also Demuth, 1986; Miller. 1986; Schieffclin, 1990; Watson
Gegeo & Gegeo, 1986). 
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Fig. 7.5. Samoan children nnd caregivers watching a ceremonial exchange (Western 
Samoa, 1979) 

In Samoan, the activity of prompting what to say is usually keyed by prefacing 
the ullcrancc to be repeated with the verb fai meaning "say" (and also "do"). 
Prompting may also be keyed prosodically through varying amplitude and raising 
pitch height. Prompting is common both at home and in fonnal school 
environments. At home, prompting is a means of involving young children as 
participants in multiparty interactions. More particularly. prompting offers a 
model of age (and status) appropriate behavior for children to then reproduce. For 
example, a sibling or adult may prompt a child to teU a third party a piece of 
news or a directive on behalf of the sibling or adult. In these cases, the child is 
heing sociali7.cd through prompting to act as messenger, a role expected of 
y<1unger untilled persons. In delivering messages, the child serves the author of 
the message. Much like an orator in relation to the high chief the orator 
represents. the chi ld represents the older family member and thereby manifests the 
high status of that member. 

A third related socialization strategy is to direct expliciUy the actions of the 
child or novice through the usc or imperatives. Action imperatives lace the 
interactions of family members. As in aU communities, children are ordered to 
assume age and gender appropriate demeanors (e.g . .[aitai 'ou vae ! or "cross your 
legs!") or to carry out particular tasks (e.g., 'awnai se vai a le tama! or "bring 
some water for the boy!"). Commonly a toddler will be ordered to carry out what 
Lave & Wenger (1991) call a peripheral task within the larger work effort taking 
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place. For example, a mother sweeping the household compound will give a 
basket to her two-year-old and order her to pick up fallen leaves on the compound 
or to rearrange mats in a dwelling. ln our observations, generally children arc not 
ordered to carry out tasks that they cannot easily carry out by themselves. 

Emphasis on Task Completion 

As noted earlier, in Western Samoan rural communities, children spend 
considerable lime in close proximity to work activities carried out by others, and, 
in some cases, they themselves participate in these activities. As observers and as 
participants, they are expected to be mindful of and contribute to lhc 
accomplishment of these activities (Duranti & Ochs. 1986). This expectation is 
part of lhe situation-centered focus of socialization in Samoan households. 

When a household activity in which a child participates is completed, family 
members tend not to focus on the child to praise or blame him or her. Rather than 
emphasizing the child's individual contribution, members of Western Samoan 
households tend to focus either on the fact that the task has been correctly 
performed or on the task as a collective and collaborative accomplishment. 

Linguistically, this is realized in two prevalent forms of assessment. First, 
those monitoring the task may produce an assessment of the action or activity 
perfonned rather than of the performer. These impersonal assessments point out 
the appropriateness, correctness, or completion of something rather than the 
specific quality of the child's contribution. Thus, frequently heard expressions, 
such as fa'apeTJ{iJ meaning "like that!" (often abbreviated as ryd/), predicate a 
quality of an impersonal referent: namely, the action or activity.l However, 
individual-oriented laudatory e)tpressions such as "very good!'' or "good boy!" -
expressions that are rife in interactions with children in middle class American 
families- are not generally directed to children in Western Samoa. 

ln Western Samoan communities, those monitoring a task may engage in a 
ritualized exchange of linguistic assessments of the actiob or activity that 
acknowledges the collaboraJive nature of that behavior. One person marks 
completion of the task with the assessment, such as mlll6! meaning "Well done!", 
and the addressee immediately responds back malO fo 'i!, "Well done also!" In so 
doing, the praise is reciprocal and distributed rather than directed to any single 
participant. This type of exchange is typical of adult-adult interaction but less so 
of child-child or adult-child interaction. 

1To those familiar with Samoan orlhograpby, our tran~criplion will appear, in some 
respect.~. unconventional We follow the tradition in using the inverted apo~lrophc (') 
to represent a glottal stop(+), but we replaced the macron found in traditional Samoan 
orthography with lhe circumflex accent (e.g .. a, a). See section on Tran~cription of 
Interaction that follows and Footnote 2 for an explanation of our lran~cription or 
colloquial Samoan. 
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Context of Syncretic Literacy 

An important requirement of any ethnographically based study of language use is 
the need to have an understanding of the range of events within which a particular 
type of phenomenon occurs (Bauman & Sberzer, 1975; Hymes, 1962, 1974). 
This applies to biculturalism and biBnguaHsm as well (Hill & Hill, 1986). 
Although we will not be able to elaborate on all of the relevant contexts in which 
syncretic literacy takes place, we want to mention briefly some of the contexts 
that we have been analyzing: {a) church-based literacy instruction of Samoan in a 
village in Western Samoa (cf. Duranti & Ocbs, 1986); (b) church-based literacy 
instruction of Samoan in Southern California; and {c) borne literacy instruction of 
English in Samoan American families in Southern California. 

In our discussion of syncretic literacy, we concentrate on the last setting, while 
keeping in mind the relevance of the others. A comparison of the three settings 
will be provided in future publications. 

Transcription of Interaction 

' In our transcripts, we.follow a modified version of the conventions introduced by 
Gail Jefferson for conversation analysis (Sacks, Scbegloff, and Jefferson. 1974). A 
detailed description of our conventions is found in the Appendi:JL 

Here, as elsewhere in our pubticalions on Samoan language and culture, we 
have chosen not to modify speakers' colloquial expressions, and thus we have not 
hidden any use of what Samoans call "bad speech" (tautala lea7Ja), a phonological 
register where the two alveolar sounds represented in traditional Samoan 
orthography as t and n are pronounced as the velar sounds lkl and ln/, 
rcspcctivcly2 (Duranli & Ochs, 1986; Shore, 1982). Whereas bad speech 
pronunciation is itself common in formal and ceremonial events in Samoa 
(Duranti, 1981, 1994), and for this reason alone cannot be simply labeled casual 
or informal, the combination of this pronunciation with the colloquialisms and 
morpho-syntactic reductions characteristic of many household interactions gives il 
a rather private connotation that many Samoans do not like to see displayed 
publicly, especially in a written form. Although recognizing the complexity of 

2To avoid ambiguity, we replaced the letter g introduced by the missionarie.~ to 
represent the velar nasal with the phonetic symbol !Ttl (in other Polynesian languages, 
the ~arne ~ound is represented by ng). ft ~hould be pointed out that the sound frtl i.~ also 
round in good speech, but in bad speech, lrtl replaces all /n/ found in good speech. 
Thus. certain distinctions round in good ~peech (e.g .. lfanal "gun, shoot" vs. /faf'ta/ 
"bay") are ncutrali7.cd in bnd speech - where bothfana andfaTia are pronounced [fartaJ. 
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the issues involved in this as in other debates over representation or eU1nic 
identity through language use (see Morgan, 1994, for a discussion of these issues 
in the study of African American English), we feel that the particular style or 
register used by the participants is such an important part of the on-going 
interaction that it cannot be bidden or modified without altering the nature of the 
phenomena being studied. Furthermore, in our case, the range of registers spoken 
in the home (which includes several varieties of English a.nd of Samoan) is part of 
the linguistic and social reality in which Samoan American children arc raised. A 
study of the different cultural frames they are part of cannot but include the range 
of linguistic resources they are exposed to and are expected to understand. 

All of the names of the participants in the interactions discussed here have been 
changed, and the visual record of their interactions has been framed and cropped to 
protect as much as possible the identity of the participants. 

The transcripts, translations, and interpretations of the interactions discussed 
here were made in collaboration with Ella K. Ta'ase, a member of the Samoan 
American community in this study. Other members of our research team who 
have also contributed to the discussion of the themes and issues discussed here 
include Jennifer Reynolds, James Soli'ai, and Edgar Ta'ase. 

Syncretic Literacy Instruction Among Samoan Americans 
in Southern California 

In our view, syncretism is a property that can be found in a number of contcxL'i, 
including the display and use· of material resources, the spatial arrangement of 
human bodies and tools, the organization and content of co-occurrent activities, 
and the linguistic means through which specific acts are accomplished. ln U1c 
following three sections, we will be looking at syncretism in (a) the environment, 
(b) activities, and (c) speech acts. 

Syncretism in the Environment: Mater ial Resources a nd Spatial 
Organization 

In entering a Samoan-American household in a Southern California suburb, one is 
struck by the multiculturalism of the physical surrounding as achieved through a 
syncretism of elements of material cui LUre from two traditions, as well as by the 
spatial organization of such elements, including the occupation of the space by 
the participants' bodies. Our earlier work on the cultural organization of space in a 
traditional village in Western Samoa (Duranti, 1981, 1992, 1994; Ochs, 1988) 
can guide our perception and interpretation of the organization of space in t11e 
houses occupied by Samoan American families in Southern California. 
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bockyord 

k1tchen 

front door 

STREET 

Key : semicircle ( ..) )indicates posltlon of pelvis 
(bini 'til eye view) of particlpe.nttil, Grn•gnmd
mother, Gf-grandfather, A.D.•re9ean:her 
~ • mats, - person lying. 

Fig. 7. 6. Map of section of Sike's bouse with participants' locations at the 
beginning of first visit 

On May 27, 1993, one of us (A. Duranti) went for the first lime to visit Sike's 
family, one of lhe four families in our study. The shoes and sandals left in front 
of lhe entrance were the first of a long series of reminders lhat lhe external shape 
of the building, a two story bouse wilh a smaU front yard and a garage on lhe 
side, was perhaps the only feature in common wilh the other families on the 
block. 
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When tberesearcbecwalked in, be found several members of the family in lhe 
Jiving room area. inclucling Sike, his cousin Mata, Sike's grandparents. and 
Sike's aunt (his grandparents' unmarried daughter). Despite Duranti's repeated 
attempts not to upset the !low of events with hls presence, he was immediately 
offere? some food and encouraged to sit down and eat it. Before sitting down, 
however, be set up the tape recorder on the floor and the video camera on a tripod. 
Figure 7.6 provides a map of where everyone is located at the moment when 
Durant! sits down to eat, and Figure 7.7 shows a frame from the video taken 
while he is consuming the meal and talking with the grandparents. 

Fig. 7.7. (From Left) Grandfather, grandmother, Sild~ and his cousin, Mala, silling at 

the TV screen, and Sike's aunt (resting on the couch; only ber bead is vi$ible). 

As can be seen in Figure 7.7, Lhe grandfather is silting on the noor to Lbc left; the 
grandmother is sitting on the floor farther away from the camera. Sikc (6 years 
old) and Mata (12 years) are sitting facing the opposite comer, playing a video 
game; Sike's aunt (who bad prepared and delivered the plate with rood for the 
researcher) is lying on a couch watching the children play while also listening to 
and occasionally participating in the conversation among the adults in the room; 
the researcher (A.D.), wbo is not visible in the video frame, is shown in Figure 
7.6to be facing the grandfather and the grandmother. 

Several aspects of this setting are worth re!lecling on, especially from the point 
of view of the syncretism of material resources and the distribution of activities 
and roles. 
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Despite U1e presence of the two TV screens, tbe telephone in the center of the 
room (next to the grandmother), the furniture, the central chandelier (off screen), 
and the thick walls, the camera has captured a scene bere that. in several respects, 
resembles what one might see in a very different type of house in a Samoan 
village. In particular, the sealing arrangement closely resembles the type of spatial 
organization that we have documented in Western Samoa. If we take as a point of 
view the entrance to the house and the road, participants appear seated according to 
traditional categorical distinctions, with the guest and the grandparents located in 
the front part of the room and the grandchildren and the unmarried daughter in the 
back region (an area that in Samoa would be considered an extension of the basic 
noor plan of the house). Ln the front part of the room, a further distinction can 
also be drawn between the guest and the grandfather (who is also a chief) who are 
seated facing one another, as appropriate to people of equal rank (Shore, 1982), in 
the more prestigious region, and the grandmother in the relatively lower position 
(the back). As shown in Figure 7.7, only the section. of the room with tlle 
grandparents and the guest is covered by silting mats,3 whereas the back region 
with the children and tbe unmarried daughter shows tbe bouse floor rug. 

BACK-> 

region 
for high 
chiefs 

ntONT - > 

further bock region 
ror rood preporotton, 
young women ond 
children 

reg1on for wives end 
oro tors or lesser ronk 

region for guests end 
orators of high ronk 

rood 

region 
for high 
chiefs 

Fig. 7.11. Scheme of traditional spatial distinctions in a Samoan bouse when guests 
nnd other people of high rank are pre~enL 

Figure 7.8 represents the hierarchical division of space in a more traditional bouse 
in Western Samoa with an extension in the back (adapted from Duranti, 1992). In 
Figure 7.9, the seating arrangement in the Hving room of tbe Soutllern California 

3Thcsc arc an imported brand of industria.lly produced mats lhal are not found in 
Western Samoa. where the silting mats are band-woven, like all other maL~. by the 
women of the household. 
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house is graphically matched with the seating arrangement in the house in 
Western Samoa. 

tv w/v1deogame 

bock-> 

front -> 

ROHD 
Fig. 7 .9. The two maps are matched to show salience or traditional organization of 
space. 

Syncr etism of Activities 

A few minutes later, the activities as well as the positions of the ~;arne 

participants have shifted considerably. Mala and the grandfather are the only two 
people left in the living room area. Mata is doing her homework, and the 
grandfatber is watching television. The grandmother is at the sink in the kitchen; 
Sik~ is sitting at the kitchen table reading his instruction sheets for his homework 
assignment; and tbe aunt is outside in the backyard. While the researcher with 
camera moves to the kitchen to follow Sike's actions, Sike gets up from U1e table 
and beads outside where his aunt is. He asks for help. The aunt flrst gives him 
directions on bow to proceed; then, just as Sik~ is heading back toward the 
kitchen table, she instructs him to get a box that is behind her, against the 
external wall of the Jiving room. After an allcmpl to get the wrong box (the 
plastic crate in front of the sliding door), sure identifies the hox his aunt was 
indicating and drags it to her (see Figure 7.10). 
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Runt 

Fig. 7 . I 0. Sike gets the box as instructed by his aunt. 

The aunt adjusts the box on the side between ber and Slke and indicates to him 
that he can write on it. The box has been transformed into a desk (see Figure 
7.11). 

Fig. 7 .1 I. The box is transformed into a desk 
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As the camera moves closer and eventually outside of the house to follow Sikc's 
activity in the yard, we gel a sense of the multiplicity of activities within thl! 
same physical space and the roles played in them by people and material 
resources. The visual record makes evident that homework is not the on I y activity 
occurring in the backyard. Another competing activity is emerging, one that ha.c; 
the box-desk as one of its essential elements. Next to Sike and his aunt, on a 
couch, there are a number of traditional fine mats Cie toga) (see Figure 7.12). 

Fig. 7.12. Rolled fine mats Cie toga). 

These are precious goods that are going to be sent back to Western Samoa to be 
exchanged in a ceremony, called saofa'i, during which the grandfalher will be 
given a new and prestigious chiefly title. The box transformed by Sikc am.l his 
aunt into a desk is one of the boxes to be filled with ftne mats. This makes the 
box a tool with multiple but by no means equal or neutral functions. Each use of 
the box indexes not only diiTerent types of activities within different value 
systems (e.g., doing homework vs. packing fine mats for a ceremony), hut also 
different sets of culturally mediated expectations about children's and adults' roles 
and about the goals of socialization. These different expectations are exhibited in 
the following two segments. In the first, the aunt is instructing Sike while the 
grandmother watches them, apprehensive and somewhat irritated. 
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Segm ent 

" 2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 

II 

Aunt; 

Sik€; 

Aunt; 

Sik€; 

Gm; 

Gm; 

Sik€; 

Alessandro Duranti & Elinor Ochs 

okay- count this, 

how many books? 

((pointing with pen as be counts)) one. two. three. four. 

[ 
0 (three. four.) 

okay. 

((starts lo write, twns to look at camera, goes back to write)) 

((changes position, leaning harder on box with his right arm)) 

((raises eyebrows exhibiting disapptova1))4 

(2.0) 

e:!lea17a le ki(T7)ipu.sa! 

'bey! the empty box (gets) ruined!' 

((~>till writing)) 

er 

In line 10, the grandmother expresses her concern about the box with a warning in 
fast speech: e:! ICaTJa le ki('ll)ipusa!, literally "the empty box (atlnipusa) is 
bad (lea11a)." Sike, however, continues to write on the box. A few minutes later, 
the grandmolher's fears come closer lo reality as Sike leans over and pushes hard 
enough wilh his elbow to cause a dent. She upgrade.~ her warning (line 28), 
and lhis lime her words are briefly echoed by her daughter (Sike's aunt) (line 29): 

4Pronounced eyebrow movement is here interpreted by members as a pre-disagreemenL 
Thi~ movement must thus be di~linguisbed from the eyebrow flash studied by Eibl
Eibesfeldt (1974) which, accompanied by a slight raising of the chin and (sometimes) 
hy a smile, conveys agreemenL 
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Segment 2 

dent 
27 Sik@; ((kneels down on the box 

and makes a dent)) 

28 Gm; le ld1]ipu.sa i 5 lea.,a/ 

'the box's gonna get ruined!' 
29 Aunt; 'aua le so'oga, 

'don't over-' (i.e. 'don·t press too hard') 

30 Sik@; (I write 'Tom'?) 
31 Aun~ yeah. write your 0 (narne). write your middle name, 
32 Gm; 'a'e! 

'ob! (diupproving)' 

[ 
33 Aun~ ((pointing to a point on page)) ku'u lema i o 

'put (it) slowly there' 

Several aspects of these two interactions are worth examining from the point of 
view of the syncretic nature of the literacy activity we find in it. First, we will 
focus on the different ways in which the aunt and the grandmClther interact wilh 
the child. Whereas the aunt accommodates to the child by attending to the task 
that be is proposing (doing homework) and Jetting him use the box that was 
needed for another activity (packing fme mats), the grandmother is much less 
accommodating and more concerned that the child does not jeopardize the adults' 
forthcoming activity (packing) by rujning the empty box on which he is writing. 
The aunt and the grandmother are lhus foUowing two different models: The 
grandmother is situation-oriented (or accommodate-child-to-situation) and U1e aunt 
is more child-oriented (accommodate-situation-to-child; see earlier section, Child 
Expected to Accommodate to Situation. The polnt here is not that U1e grand
mother is insensitive to the child's needs but lhat she is more concerned with U1e 

5 This is a colloquial elt:pression in which the preposition i before the predicate (leagn) 
is used to introduce a likely and unwanted event. In careful good speech, the word 

kiT/ipu.sa would be pronounced aJinipu.sa and in careful bad speech akiT/ipusa. 
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child learning bow to accomplish his goals without interfering with those of adult 
family members. At the same time, the aunt is not just assuming a western role 
of accommodating caregiver. She is also acting within the logic of traditional 
Samoan child-care by assuming the lower ranking role of active caregiver, hence 
allowing the grandmother (the higher ranking caregiver) not to be directly engaged 
in the task at hand (see earlier section, Caregiving: Hieracbical and Distributed). 

Syncretism of Acts Within a Single Activity 

In the previous section, we have seen how two different caregivers, Sike's 
grandmother and aunt, attending to two different activities in contact with one 
another, use two different socialization strategies toward Sike to control his 
behavior as he does his homework. In Segments 1 and 2, the codes the caregivers 
speak match such diverse strategies, with English being used (by the aunt) to help 
Sike in his homework (adapt situation to child) and Samoan being used to remind 
him of his need to adapt to the situation. 

In this section, we show that the same caregiver may produce a syncretic blend 
of teaching strategies within the same activity. Sometimes the blending takes 
place within the same code (English), other times in two separate codes (English 

j 

and Samoan).tn line2 of Segment 1, for instance, the aunt asks a test question 
(how many books?), a strategy typical of American teachers but not of Samoan 
caregivers in traditional communities. At other points (in line 1 in Segment 1 and 
lines 13, 14. and 24 in Segment 3), she uses explicit action directives to Sike, 
thereby following patterns characteristic of Samoan caregivers in traditional 
households (see earlier section, "Socialization Through Repeated Demonstration, 
Prompting, and Action Imperatives"). 

Segm ent 3 

t 2 Aunt; 

13 
14 
15 Sike; 

16 

17 <Jm; 
II! Sikc; 

19 Sikll; 

20 
21 Aunt; 

22 

23 
24 

okay there it goes. okay. 
((pulls sheet away from Sik!)) this one right bere 

count how many balls 

((pointing with pen a.~ he counts)) one, (1.0) two, 

(1.0) three, (1.0) four, (1.0) five, (1.0) six. 

I 
((turns away - moves metal frame on window)) 
((writes answer on paper)) 
(mh:) 

((stands up)) 

you see? ((starts lo reach for paper)) 
that's how you do your homework.. 

((pulls ~heel away from Sike and replaces it on box)) 
okay. write your ~t name 
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Finally, in line 51 of Segment 4 (which takes off wbere Segment 2 ended), we 
find the Samoan expression 11~ (abbreviated form of fa'apena meaning "like Um"), 
which we earlier described as a typical recognition of the fact that the task ba~ 
been completed (see earlier section, Emphasis on Task Completion). This 
segment also shows more clearly the traditional Samoan patlc~ of instruction and 
direel error-correction. The aunt guides Sike step by step, providing instructions 
and close monitoring of bis actions. 

Segment 4 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

47 
48 
49 
50 
5 1 

Sik.e 

Aunt; 

Sik!; 

Aunt; 

Sik&; 
Aunt; 

Sik!; 
Aunt; 

okay. write yow: middle name, (2.0) write it small! 

(4.0) 
0 (write) (1.0) 0 (small) 

((continues to write while Aunt holds band next lo his)) 

((leans back)) 
0 (oka-) your lY.t name, 

write above this one. write bere.6 

r 
(7) 

((continues to write)) 
(don't put-) no=no.,no=no 

(1.0) 
over here (1.0) start 0 (it) here 

r 
((pointing to place on the sheet)) 

((writes)) 

and write "T'' over here 
((writes)) 

"(718.) 
'Like thal' 

The homework activity is thus syncretic in that certain acts that comprise iL orient 
toward western modes of instructions. whereas other acts orient toward traditional 
modes of instruction. 

6An alternative interpretation of Lhls sequence is: "right above this one. right here." 
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Syncreti~m Within a Single Act 

But syncretism may also characterize the construction of a single act within a 
literacy activity such as homework. Particularly striking is the hybrid 
construction (Bakhtin, 1981) there it goes in tine 12, which is a blending of the 
English there you RO, said to a child who has just managed to do what was asked, 
and of the Samoan fa 'apeTJfJ (or simply 1J(1), "like that." The sense of recognition 
found in the English there you go, which a.fler aJl aclmowledges the adJrcssce 
(you) a.o; the successful agent of an action, is downgraded with the replacement of 
you with it, which, once again, focuses on the activity rather than on the person 
engaged in it. 

Reallocating and Relocating the Task 

As we discussed earlier, in a Samoan village, the organization of caregiving is 
highly stratified and distributed: Given two potential caregivers, the more senior 
or higher ranking one will expect the younger and lower ranking one to be the 
active caregiver. In the interaction dtscussed so far, we saw this principle at work 
in that, when both Sike's aunt and grandmother are around, it is the aunt 
(younger) who attends to the child's needs (to finish his homework). As shown in 
the next segment, the hierarchical and distributed model continues to apply when 
Sikc's cousin, Mala, comes to the scene. 

A few minutes aficr the interaction just discussed (Segments 1-4), Sike comes 
back with his second assignment sheet. which is about English prepositions. In 
the meantime, the grandmother has taken control of the box and has started to fold 
and carefully place the fine mats in it. White Sike is showing the homework sheet 
to his aunt, hi~; cousin, Mata, comes by and starts to follow the interaction. This 
is the point at which Segment 5 takes off. 

Se~mcnt 5 

Sike; ((is holding a sheet of paper that he shows to Aunt)) 

2 ((Mala comes outside and stands on doorway)) 
] Aunt; ((reaches for paper)) 

4 okay this one 

I 
5 ((grahs paper with right hand, brings it closer to look at it)) 

6 Mala; ((moves over to look at paper)) 
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7 

8 

9 
10 

II 
12 

Aunt; 

Mata; 

Sike: 

oh no this one you have to:-
((puts paper back on flap of box in front of Sike)) 
you have to wd. 

((moves behind Sike to be able to read)) 

well you have-

((poinls to paper)) you go:(t) uhmm l.l.llWline it 

195 

r 

When Sikc seems to have a hard time explaining the assignment to his aunt, his 
cousin, Mala, becomes more involved in the activity. Jn line 16, which follows, 
she reads the relevant passage from the assignment sheet; in line 20, she indicates 
where to find the relevant information {the picture of the cave); and in line 22, she 
proposes the solution to the problem. 

13 Aunt; underlined' what? 

14 Sike; bus or lbe-

15 ((points to three different places on the sheet)) 
16 Mala; ((leans down and over to rend)) 
t7 ((reading)) "the bus will go in" 

I 
18 Aunt ((grabs paper and tilts it to have a helter view)) 
19 Sike; tha:- bus::-, 
20 Mala; ((pointing)) right here. 
21 ( 1.0) 
22 Mala; the bus is going in the cave. 
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At this point, lhe aunt instructs Mala and Sike to get another box. impticilly 
suggcsli ng lhat they can go and work on it, creating a second desk, but the 
grandmother lhis time explicitly sanctions the use of .a new box by suggesting 
lhatlhey use something different. The solution is a nearby bench. where Mala and 
Slkc are eventually sent by lhe aunt to complete the homework assignment (see 
Figure 7.13). 

Fig. 7. I 3. The two activities of packing mats and doing homework become 
separate. 

Wilh this new spatial configuration in place, the two activities that earlia 
coexisted in one location, sharing one tool (the box), are now divided. This is a 
very traditional solution whereby the adults are free to continue with their work 
(in this case, folding mats and placing !bern in boxes) wbile the older children in 
the household take care of the younger ones. The syncretism is this time realized 
through the blending of a western task (English homework) with a form of social 
organi7.ation that is part of the traditional Samoan learning environments 
(hierarchical division of labor in caregiVing). 

Conclusions 

Our work in a Samoan-American community in Southern California bas been 
used here to make two general points about the relationship between 
multilingualism and multiculturalism and, thus. to rectify what in our view 
are common misconceptions about immigrant communities in lbe United States 
and elsewhere. By concentrating on a homework task carried out in one of the 
families in our study, we have shown that, in a multilingual, muJticultural family 
selling: 

------·---· 
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(a) language (in the sense of the specific code used at any particular time in au 
interaction) is not always a good predictor of the cultural orientation or 
interpretive frame that is being activated by the participants. 1l1us, in a 
Samoan American family, English may be used fluently hut in ways U1a1 
are consistent with the socialization practices typical of traditional learning 
environments in the home country. 

(b) Members of multicultural communities can be in more than one culture at 
a time. This becomes apparent in the homework sequence analyzed here as U1e 
same space and material resources are being used for two very different tasks 
by different participants. Whereas the grandmother sees the space in U1c 
backyard and the boxes placed in that space as needed for tbe accomplishment 
of a task oriented toward a rather traditional aspect of Samoan culture (the 
preparation and exchange of ceremonial objects), her grandchild sees it as a 
new location on which to accomplish his math and English homework 
assignments. The child's aunt (and grandmother's daughter) accommo<.latcs to 
both cultural orientations by mediating between them. She first transfomts a 
material object designed for one task (a box) into a tool for the other (a desk) 
and then, when a younger potential caregiver arrives on the scene, redirects U1e 
child to a different location so that she can accommodate to her mother and Ute 
accomplisbment of the traditional task. 

An implication stemming from the concept of syncretism employed here is that 
becoming an English speaker does not necessarily entail adopting strategies 
characteristic of other groups who use English. Although many Samoan 
American family members use the dominant language of the United States, they 
may do so primarily at the tevel of the communicative code rather than at the 
level of communicative conduct. 
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Appendix 

Transcription Conventions 

Aunt; 

(1.0) 

you have 
to n;ad 

(mh) 

0 (0ka-) 

((points)) 

e learya 

( ? ?) 

n0=n0=no 

Speakers' names or kinship relation to the target child are 
separaled from their ul!ecances by semicolons, followed by 
a few blank spaces. 

Numbers between parentheses indicate length of pauses in 
seconds and tenths of seconds. 

A square bracket between turns indicates the point at which 
there is simultaneity of actions, either in the form of 
overlapping speech or by concurrent actions (e.g., speech by 
one person and gesture by another). 

Underlining is used for emphasis, often accompanied by 
higher volume. 

Material between single parentheses incticates uncertainly of 
transcription. 

Material between parentheses preceded by a degree symbol 
was uttered in low volume or whisper. 

Material between double parentheses provides information 
about bodily movements. 

Samoan utterances and expressions appear in italics and 
reproduce the actual pronunciation . The letter g used in 
Samoan orthography for a velar nasal (ng in other 
languages) has been replaced by the phonetic symbol I}. 

Blank spaces inside parentheses with occasional question 
marks indicate uncertain or unclear talk of approximately 
U1c length of the blank spaces between parentheses. 

The equal signs indicate latching, that is, no interval 
helwecn the beginning of one turn (in this case, a mono
syllabic expression, no) and the next. 
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Chapter 8 
Other Voices, Other Minds: 
The Use of Reported Speech 
in Group Therapy Talk 

Alessandra Fasulo 
Dipartimento di Psicologia dei Processi di Sviluppo e Sociali7.Znzione 
UniversitA degli Studi di Rom a "La Sapienza." Italy 

Voglio un ruolo imponante in questo gioco di parole. 
[I want an important role .in this word-game] 

Scusa i mancari giomi. 
(Posthumous diary of a heroin addict] 
Daniele Leandri 

Abstract 

'This study analyzes the different types and uses of direct reported ~pcech in the 
context of psychotherapeutic discussions. 111e data are drawn from four sessions vf 
group therapy. The participant~ were 6 men, doing a program of recovery from 
drug addiction, and a psychologist. The entire sessions have been videotaped and 
transcribed. 
Direct reported speech occurrences have been classified with regard to author. 
content, and time location of the quote. An ovcrarcbiog dj~finction concern,~ the 
fictional versus realistic character of the quotes. Data ~how that the therapist's 
talk is strongly characterized by fictional quotes, whereas the patients make a 
more narrative use of reported speech. Specific functions of reported speech arc 
also examined in relation to therapeutic work. proposing a view on identity and 
self-understanding as ba.~ed on intertextuality. 
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